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YELLOW VESTS ARE ANGRY AT THE RICH AND PRESIDENT MACRON CALLED
OF THE RICH
YET AGAINST THE ASSISTED BY THE STATE

Paris, Washington DC, 10.12.2018, 23:34 Time

USPA NEWS - The majority of Yellow Vests are workers, retirees, disabled people who explain are struggle in their
livelihood....economically speaking, and also demand their president Macron to make a dep. change in the governance n France,
because they feel that the MP's, senators, Ministers, and other Politicians are disconnected form their reality and take advantage of
conventional privileges, that cannot match with the current crisis. There is a huge gap of financial privileges, for the Senators,
Parliamentarians, Ministers etc, and the Minimum wage in France that has not been increased significantly fr decades. The Yellow
Vests target the rich but also the "assisted by the state" part of heir anger....Because they fell inequality in the distribution of the
National French Assets, towards the Rich who don't pay enough tax, in their opinion and the assisted who are exonerated form taxes,
and archive social allowances for doing nothing...This explains that 

On the other hand, the Yellow Vests, still in class struggle but this time with "lazy" "assistants" they consider to be their profiteers of the
system, because it is the middle class, workers who is exploited by paying so many taxes as social solidarity to assistants ... .ne pays
not tax and live better than those who work.Les Vests Yellow are wanting assists who consider not to work and "live welfare and are
exonerated taxes". Indeed the French social system often taken in reference and model abroad, seems to reach a point of no return,
because a mother working at SMIC (minimum wage) if she has one or more children and has to pay a nurse for them. to keep will have
to pay the nursing expenses to pay the nurse and will not have susfisiament to pay this service and continue to work and continue to
pay Income Tax ... While the same mom who prefers to stay and take care she herself of her children without work will not pay a tax
and will be exempt from other taxes and will receive social benefits to raise her children at home .... This is one example among many
who do not encourage to work or to hire (The employers' expenses being also very high in France for a work of 35h / week). Idem for
the difficulties of paying extra hours high taxes etc ... Of the anger towards the rich but also about those who are assisted and This is a
far cry from President Macron's campaign promises of social justice and meritocracy.
This social divide had already been noted during the mandate of President Hollande, but such a great hope had been incarnated in the
person of Emmanuel Macron arrives as "a messiah" to erase inequality (he had made believe that during his campaign and on the
national slogan of Liberty Equality Fraternity ...). The promises of Macron have not only been kept, but the "Yellow Vests" express their
disappointment at the height of their hope by this so strong anger. Added to this is the "Macron method" whose verb approach is
conceived too "arrogant" "contemptuous" when it comes to talking to "little people". The lack of empathy or benevolence was felt by
these workers, many of whom now recalibrate the departure of Macron who "do not listen to them" and "do not understand them" and
"steal their money for give back to the rich. This is why may be the Yellow Vests are asking for a deep reform of the French
governance and be able to have a participative governance by the citizens, towards a new era of French Republic announcing the 6th
Republic ? Aren' the French in Mai 68, but also in 1789, who launched the most impactful French Revolution that led to the French
Republic Democratic ?
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